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Editorial
Here we are again; Christmas is fast approaching and with it all the
regular Straggler events which are a big part of this time of year.
From the pub crawl and mob match with 26.2 (hurray!), to the return of
the successful New Year party, dates and info can be found in this
issue.
It’s my intention to do a smaller Stragmag in December, so if you’ve
any races you’ve done recently which you’d like to tell us about, or want
to flag up anything for 2016, could I have it by Wednesday December
16th to Stragmag@stragglers.org.
Thanks to everyone who has contributed and to Dave and Steve for
their help with putting this issue together.

Simon Webb

Straggs

in Brief

 Another excellent job done by Merran and Jim to organise the recent
auction for Prince Alice Hospice, and Mark Thomas as auctioneer on the
night. Further info is in this issue but the headline is that those involved
raised an impressive £2,600!
 The draw for the club’s London Marathon places was made on Thurs 26
November. Well done and good luck to Stephen Penpraze, Daniel
Greenslade and Pedro Das Gupta.
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 The Littlefeet awards will be held on Monday 7 December. Following their
usual run (7:30 pm), the awards will be handed out from 8:30 at the Swan
in Hampton Wick, and a buffet is provided.
They need to know numbers for food, so if you’re planning to attend please
email Anne on littlefeet@stragglers.org

There will be no Thursday club nights on either 24 December or 31
December; however the following is a list of events over the festive period:
Mon 7 Dec: Littlefeet Awards – The Swan Hampton Wick
Fri 18 Dec: Christmas pub crawl – Strand on the Green, 7 pm (see
next article)
Sun 20 Dec: Mob Match v 26.2 – 11 am, they’re hosting so see location
details at www.26point2.co.uk
Sat 26 Dec: Cabbage Patch 4 – 11 am. Entry is either by bringing a
wrapped present to the value of £3, or by paying £3 entry fee.
Fri 1 Jan: New Year’s Day run – Richmond Park, meet at Kingston
Gate at 12 pm for a lap of the park – or shorter if you wish –then retire
to the Park Tavern.
Fri 8 Jan:
Stragglers New Year party – Hampton Hill Cricket Club.

Stragglers Christmas
Elite athletes such as ourselves focus their training around the top,
must-attend events each year. Preparation is key to ensure you perform
to the best of your ability.
And it is with this in mind that the details of the Stragglers Christmas
Pub Crawl are announced.
Last minute training plans can now be put in place - should we
consider working this into the Thursday night training group? Being
the last Friday before Christmas, tapering for this event may not be
possible.
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Anyway, enough rambling, the important stuff:
 Date: Friday 18 Dec Time: 7 pm Location: begins at The Bulls
Head, Strand on the Green and works back to Kew Bridge, from
where buses run to Kingston and Richmond.

And the pubs?
1. The Bulls Head

2. The City Barge

3. Bell & Crown

drag it.]

4. The Greyhound

5. One Over the Ait

6. Express Tavern

1 The Bulls Head: 15 Strand on the Green, Chiswick, W4 3PQ
2 The City Barge: 27 Strand on the Green, Chiswick, W4 3PH
3 The Bell & Crown: Strand on the Green, W4 3PL
4 The Greyhound: 82 Kew Green, TW9 3AP
5 One Over the Ait: 8 Kew Bridge Road, Brentford, TW8
6 The Express Tavern: 56 Kew Bridge Road, Brentford TW8 0EW
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Stragglers Secure Funding through
Skipton Building Society’s Grassroots
Giving

A very big thank you to everyone who voted for our bid.
There were over 1,000 applicants and these were shortlisted and finally
162 from all the regions around the United Kingdom were given £500
and the Stragglers and Ranelagh Junior Running Group were one of
those chosen for the South East Area all due to getting the most votes!
The letter from the Skipton Building Society was very complimentary
about our Minis’ and Juniors’ Handicap and enthusiastic about the fact
that we want to include children with special needs in the running
group. The idea behind the GRG is that each application cannot be a
charity because that is a different sector, it has to be volunteers who
involve the local community.
Those of us who are involved in the above will be getting together to
decide how best we can use the money to involve these youngsters
because, having taught in the special needs sector for over 20 years,
there is nothing they like better than to take part with their ablebodied peers. We have a few ideas but we need to work out, in the New
Year, exactly what we will do.
So as the saying goes Watch This Space.

Merran, Sue, Mike, Colin, Heather, Maia, Simon
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Auction for Princess Alice Hospice
Although the bidders were
somewhat low compared to
other years we still
managed to raise £2,600.00
for the Hospice.

The lots were advertised well in advance with the bidding very keen for
the holiday cottage in France, courtesy of Helen Nance; the helicopter
ride courtesy of Kevin Best and the BAFTA bag courtesy of Kevin Price
all reached a good price.
We set up a live link to the Stragglers at Club La Santa in Lanzerotte
who livened up the proceedings especially as they were still on ‘Happy
Hour’ – Steve and Helen Brett’s syndicate bid a staggering amount for
afternoon tea courtesy of Carol Dickenson and Ann Coward.
Many thanks to everyone for their pledges and for their bids. I should
also mention Annie Mackie’s cakes which literally sold like “hot cakes”
– a staggering £300.00’s worth of cakes and biscuits.

Jim Sell
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Steve Cochrane

At the tender age of fifty-something I tried my second half
marathon at the royal parks run in London.
Two years ago I had finished the Great North Run in a respectable
1hour 31:40. That was with a gale force wind behind me but having to
dodge hundreds of runners, so it was difficult to gauge what to expect
this time.
There were a mere 16000 runners at the Royal Parks. Thousands of
people at the start with long queues for the bag drop and the loos but I
found a way into the starting funnel with five minutes to spare. And I
was in the first funnel for the less than 1hour30 runners. It was one of
those sunny October days and at the 9am start it was still cool. Perfect
conditions.
It really is a lovely course. it takes you under Marble Arch, down the
Mall and around Trafalgar Square, Northumberland Avenue and the
Strand. There was quite a lot of doubling back so you could see a few
five minute milers ahead but also the great mass of runners behind.
Ninety per cent were running for charities.
Got back to Hyde Park only to see the half-way marker. Was feeling
pretty tired but I was spurred on by a first half time of 45.05. Also
spurred on by my support team of 2 and all the charity support teams
who lined the rest of the route. I was running for Save the Children
who raised the roof at miles 8 and 11. A few undulations to cope with
but still a glorious run through autumn park colours. A push at the end
got me in in 1 hour 30.59 and the prize of first in line for a massage in
the Save the Children tent.
Overall a really well organised event, well marshalled and sign-posted.
Not quite as inspiring as the Great North Run but faster, prettier and
was home in time for lunch.
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Box Hill Ballbuster

The noun BALL-BUSTER has 2 senses:

1. a demanding woman who destroys men's confidence
2. a job or situation that is demanding and arduous and punishing
Statement number two certainly applied for this event as we cried
“Whose crazy idea was this?” as the alarm went off just before 5am one
dark, dismal and definitely damp early November Saturday morning.
Rarely would any of us miss parkrun day but on this occasion, we
skipped our free 5k fix to pay several pounds to take part in the CEP
Winter Ballbuster, ‘an event only for the tough!’
A duathlon steeped in history and tradition on its 26th year and
described as one of the toughest in the UK! The word ‘we’ represents 15
of us from Bushy parkrun, which is where we met and have formed
friendships over the past few years and when you are taking part in a
sporting event, then there is no better way to do so than with friends.
This event had a little twist though; as Andy Wingate organized us all
into teams, taking into account our strengths and weaknesses, by
predicting that we would all hopefully finish around the same time,
which added a touch of competition and friendly rivalry.
We were entered as relay teams which demanded an 8 mile run, a 24
mile bike (3 laps) and then another 8 mile run, with the last 2 miles of
each lap being up the zig-zag of Box hill. Obviously we weren’t quite as
crazy as the fools that did the whole event by themselves; a huge
respect goes out to those that did. We were there for the fun of it and of
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course that all important hoodie! Oh and did someone mention fizz and
cake?!
Blustery Box Hill
The weather conditions weren’t for the faint-hearted as the constant
downpours well and truly drowned the route. This made the course
even more energy zapping, especially for the cyclists, as puddles
eventually turned into miniature lakes which were connected by
torrents of water. These were accompanied by biting winds which at
times felt like monsoons and took ones breath away, this certainly was
a morning where competitors may have wished they had stayed under
the duvet!
Team talk
I appointed myself as
team captain as I made
the online entry for us
and team
Bushy C (aka RoZoJu
Rodney McCulloch, Zoe
Riding and myself)
formed a confident trio,
with Rodney’s speedy
legs, Zoe’s pedal power
and my positive energy;
we were bound to finish
with at least the best
enthusiasm.
Originally, my plan was for me to run the first leg as I wanted to just
get it over and done with. I could then sit around drinking coffee and
eating cake whilst supporting my fellow team mates. Obviously plans
don’t always go accordingly and when we read that there was an
11o’clock cut off time for the bike, we agreed that it could be cutting it
fine if I ran first as I am not the fastest when it comes to running! Also,
it would put Zoe under too much pressure so it was inevitable to put
Rodney in first. It was a good decision to make as he could then race
with the fast guys!
Rodney’s Run
And race he did, here is his account:
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The Ballbuster event at Box Hill is definitely worth the 5am alarm call
for the camaraderie, the challenge and of course the hoodie! This year I
went off first in my team on the run leg - it was a bit different this time
as we had a staggered start, and we set off in waves of 5 at the top of
Box Hill, and I made sure I was in one of the early waves! Going off
first I had the best conditions of the morning as the rain held off although the wind was picking up on the climb up the Zig Zag Road! I
was delighted to be 3 minutes quicker than last year and to get my
team off to a decent start, and my excellent teammates carried it
through superbly to the finish! I had a great morning, it was
competitive, but most importantly it was a lot of fun and laughs with
my Team Bushy friends!
Alas, Rodney forgot to mention that he completed his leg in a feisty
50.34!
Also, whilst he was lining up at the
start, an announcement was made by
the starter for ladies to step back;
allowing the men to go first which
somewhat shocked us as there
certainly were some speedy ladies in
the field too! Without a doubt, this
event was dominated by male
participants, which was evident by the
long queues outside the gents toilets!
In this instance, the somewhat smug
ladies got to go first when it came to
using the conveniences!
Zoe’s Zig-Zag
Our team talk forgot to consist of the
handing over of the chip, which was worn around the competitor’s left
ankle. When Rodney sped into the already quagmire transition area, he
was unable to physically bend down to remove the chip so Zoe had to
before she made her way through the muddy field with her beloved bike
to get to the road to begin the grueling three laps of Box hill. This is
what she had to say:

Ballbuster is my favourite team Bushy event of the calendar. Despite
the second year of torrential rain on a tricky and technical bike course,
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it was a morning of pure fun with my very good friends. Whilst I was
11 minutes slower than last year, it gives me an excellent goal for next
year and a serious time to smash! Great team mates, plenty of
celebrations, but really, all anyone is interested in is the hoodie.
Zoe forgot to mention that during the cycle, it not only poured down but
the wind picked up like a monsoon! What a true trooper she is as she
completed her leg in 1:36:41. Our team were doing pretty well, then it
was my turn!
Julie’s Jaunt
Two weeks prior to this event, I was still a Boxhill virgin! I had never
even made it to the top for a cup of coffee or to admire the Surrey views,
never mind to run up it! On the day itself, I was somewhat relieved
knowing that I had actually tackled it as a training run, one Friday
afternoon during half term. My husband Dave, who was also a cyclist
participant in the Ballbuster relay, accompanied me on his bike. He did
a very, very, slow cycle, to show me where to go and to protect me from
the rather speedy traffic that often hurtled around the bends. At least I
was abiding by the slow signs!
Whilst I was waiting my turn on the day, it was a great feeling to be
able to clap, cheer and support the participants as they came up that
dreaded hill! I was only going to do it once whereas the majority had to
do it just four more times! Obviously I was there to encourage my
fellow Bushy parkrunners as they ran or cycled past, the atmosphere
was brilliant and the weather didn’t dampen our spirits.
Once I had seen Zoe pedal by for the second time around, I knew that I
had about 30 minutes to get myself ready. In this time I went back to
the car to get rid of my layers and whilst I was there, the heavens well
and truly opened! The rain pelted down like rapid bullets and the wind
was forceful and icy cold. I sat there sheltering for a few minutes
wishing that I could just stay there in the dry, wondering if anyone
would notice if I didn’t turn up! Well of course Zoe would, and all of her
hard work would have been wasted in that weather so off I went to face
the elements.
Not long after, the monsoon conditions eased and I waited in transition
alongside Emma, and we both anxiously waited for our cyclists whilst
trying to keep warm whilst treading mud! Andy came in and after a
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swift exchange, Emma was off. I knew that Zoe wouldn’t be far behind
and I was so pleased to see her, albeit struggling up to transition in
such treacherous conditions. It was a messy mound that mud wrestlers
would relish in!
Zoe declared that ‘it was bloody awful’ and I had to remind her to rack
her bike before I could remove the chip from her. Once in place, I was
off, slowly, slipping and sliding down the field, glad to get to the solid
surface of the road.
The weather had calmed down thankfully and once I had got going, I
was rather relieved to have left my arm warmers in my bag as for the
time of year, the temperatures were mild.
The roads ahead were welcoming, arched with golden branched trees,
dotted with puddles galore and piles of squelchy autumn leaves laid out
on the paths and curbs.
I set off at my steady pace, obviously feeling good and raring to go,
whereas I was overtaken by runners who were embarking their final
lap, I was in true admiration for them whilst I was trying to get into
my pace. Wow! The lovely and super speedy Katrin overtook me just
after two miles, giving me words of encouragement as she sped past. It
was bound to happen though as Katrin and Mr. Ironman Stefan made
up a late team to accompany Kirsty, who originally planned to do the
whole event. However, as it approached, she realised that she hadn’t
done quite enough training so was allowed to enter a last minute relay
team. In our Bushy competitive team event, they were disqualified
before they even started! They did it in 3:31:01!
On the whole, I loved my run! Some spectators cheered me on saying
‘looking good girl’ (I wanted to reply do you know how old I am? but
thankfully I didn’t!) Another guy casually overtook me shouting
‘looking strong girl!’ Now I know why this is called the glory lap
because everyone thinks that you have done the whole event! What a
result! My yellow running top got recognised too as I also got the ‘go
Straggler’ shout out, all welcoming words of encouragement.
The final two miles were tough and up that zig-zag hill which just goes
on forever! I finally found Emma on the first zig-zag and she smiled
and said hi! In return, I gave her a shotblock as I had taken mine, just
to give her a welcome boost up that long and winding road. As I was
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trying to run up another stretch of road, a senior man whom I had been
chatting to previously along the way, asked if I had any water left in
my bottle to which I replied yes, he then asked if he could have some. I
didn’t hesitate to offer it to him; I hope that those few sips helped him
achieve his goal. Eventually, (seemed like forever) I was so relieved to
hear the voices of the supporters cheering at the top of the hill. As I
turned that final corner, my team of Bushy pals erupted with cheers,
cowbells and clapping.
I am sure that I was the envy to most of the finishers with that support
crew! This spurred me on with a huge smile and even a short sprint to
the finish line! I finished my lap in an immensely happy 1:16:04 and a
big smile on my face. This gave my team an overall winning Bushy
team time of 3:44:52!
Summary
It was a brilliant event, team Bushy are amazing and we will be back
next year!
Ballbuster - we wear our badges of honour with pride. After all, it’s all
about the hoodie!

Julie Papworth
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Committee Profile: Barbara Crowe
How long have you been a runner and why did you choose running as a
sport?
I started running at 39 so it's now 11 years. Started running to get
fitter and it was and still is, the hardest of all the activities I try at.

When did you join The Stragglers and how did you first hear about us?
Heard about Stragglers through another Straggler when attending a
fitness class at Tiffin boys. Joined about 10 years ago. Gail Caruana
said it was friendly and not too serious and she was right.

Do you have a favourite running distance and favourite race?
Fav running distance about 4 miles. No fav race. I'm a keen cyclist
and swimmer too so I do have a fav cycle race - Bournemouth Wiggle
sportive - gorgeous villages and not too taxing!

What do you consider your greatest running achievement to date and
do you have any unfulfilled ambitions in running?
I've managed about 3 half marathons and the idea of a full marathon is
scary but you never know.

What do you most like about The Stragglers and how would you like to
see the club develop? What do you hope to achieve whilst you’re on the
committee?
Stragglers is an all-inclusive run fast or slow club that celebrates
everyone's achievements. That is so consistent throughout the
membership that I'm touched by people's comments on doing my own
PB. Even when those are far behind everyone else's.
I coach the StraggTri arm of the club so my aims while on the
committee are to grow Triathlon participation - which of course
involves running! I am a tri level 2 coach so also very interested in the
new 'improve your 5k time' training sessions. Being very much a
straggler (at the back variety) as well as a keen club member this
training is superb for anyone who thinks they can't improve or who
can't do a triathlon. Yes you can!!! If I can you can!!

Any personal bests you’d like to share, across any distance/event?
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Running is the sport that keeps me fittest so I'm still trying to get
under 30 mins 5k (hence my interest in the 6 week training) but my PB
parkrun is 31.57.

Cold weather warm ups…
Cold is relative, what is cold for one person may not be cold for another.
While endurance running is possible in the cold, speed work is not a
good idea for a number of reasons. Your muscles need to be warmed up
sufficiently before the more intense contractions of speed work. It is not
as easy to do that in cold and extremely cold weather, and the ambient
temperature will keep lowering the skin temperature. Wearing bulky
coverings is not something that makes you feel like doing speed work
and these layers create restrictions to free movement. You can still
leave your comfort zone and probably reach your lactate threshold
without much of a problem for some intense medium distance runs.
The factors that are calculated into cold injury risk are:
 Air Temperature
 Wind speed
 Moisture
Layering will go a long way in helping you stay warm. Up to 25% or
more of your body heat may be lost from your head, so wearing a hat is
important. Wool tube hats are perfect for the chilly temperatures. A
balaclava is a fine idea to use to cover your face, and keep the cold air
from triggering bronchospasm. A number of articles over the years
have found that it isn't merely breathing cold air that contributes to
asthma and bronchial constriction, but "facial cooling" that triggers the
response. This is considered a reflexive triggering of the vagus nerve.
Facial cooling can trigger other vagal nerve reactions, including
slowing up of heart beat, which will limit your ability to exercise.
Wear gloves, and on colder days wear two pairs.
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Keeping your body as dry as possible will allow your clothes to act as a
better insulator and keep you more comfortable. This is one of many
reasons for which I recommend wickable layers. The inner layer should
be a synthetic wickable fiber such as coolmax, thermax or other
synthetic.
Don't forget about the wind chill. Moving sports such as running can
contribute to a heightened wind chill factor. Running with the wind
reduces the effect of wind chill. It is a good idea to run into the wind to
start off your run, and then return with the wind at your back. This
will lessen the chilling effect of the wind on your body after you have
perspired, and make the return trip easier.
Don't forget that during and after long winter runs, you will still
require fluid replacement. The cold makes you feel less thirsty, but
your body is still sweating so you need to diligently replace fluids, just
as you would in the heat. Skin protection should also be used. Sun
block and moisturizer will help prevent the development of a grizzled
and weather worn "runner's face."

Warm up for winter runs.
It can take a good 20 minutes to thoroughly warm up in cold weather,
so increase your running pace gradually until you are fully warm.
The cool air shocks the muscles, reducing blood flow causing them to
feel tighter and leaving them prone to injury.
Pay particular attention to calves and Achilles; they are along way from
the heart, or core of the body, and in cold weather they receive a
restricted blood supply, making them colder and stiffer than the rest of
the body.
You can try warming up indoors with dynamic movements, this way
you will warm up more quickly. And, do your cool down stretches
indoors as well. Increase circulation with the following series of
dynamic movements:
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Hip circles



Knee circles



Leg swings



Squats



Trunk rotations

Now that your muscles are warmed up, it’s time to get your heart
pumping faster. Spend the next two minutes performing this sequence
of fast-paced moves:


Jumping jacks



Front lunges



Side lunges



Squat jumps

Remember that it can take your body 4-6 weeks to adjust to new
temperatures. This means a pace that felt easy in the autumn, could be
dramatically harder during your first winter workout because cold
temperatures restrict blood flow.

Advice from the NHS…
If you have a cold
Colds are more common in winter, but you don’t necessarily have to
stop running if you’re feeling under the weather… “If your symptoms
are not severe and you generally feel OK, then you can go running. If
you feel absolutely rotten, then it’s best not to go.”
However, it’s important not to run if you have a fever. A fever is when
your body’s temperature is 38ºC (100.4ºF) or above and is rarely a
symptom of a cold. “If you run with a fever, it’ll make you feel worse. In
very rare cases, running with a fever can lead to the virus affecting
your heart, which can be dangerous.”

Helen Westerby-Cox
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Stragglers and Stragtri
Trip to Club La Santa
The usual group of Stragglers and Straggtri members found themselves
at Club La Santa in beautiful weather (28 degrees in November ain't
bad) and what better way to pass your time than swimming cycling,
running and throwing in the odd Duathlon or Triathlon. Owing to my
swimming prowess (negligible) I have never taken part in a Triathlon
so what better for my baptism than to be part of a Stragglers sprint
team Triathlon at La Santa.
As a warm up Anne Woods and I took part in the swim/run Duathlon
and both were pleased not to finish last. However being last out of the
pool by some distance is a little dispiriting when you see the other
competitors disappearing in the distance but as a practice for being in a
mutli-discipline event it was invaluable. (I must work harder at my
swimming!)
Tri day loomed. The hardest part was getting out our apartments by
7.15am, but there we all were at the briefing, bleary eyed and not really
wanting to start such vigorous activity at that time of day. Our Teams
were Steve Brett, Trish and Anne Woods then Ian Robertson, Sandra
and David Worth with Helen Brett valiantly doing the complete event
herself.

Clever graphics show the Stragglers team members names in real time.
The swimmers were
first in line for the off.
I can’t think of
anything worse than
having to swim early
in the morning, but
then it wasn't me
swimming, so I was
happy to lounge about
until the first two
disciplines were complete. The start was informal to say the least, but
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everyone got off fairly close together with Trish blitzing her way down
the pool followed by Helen and Sandra who was womanfully dealing
with the oddball swimmers in the slowest lane. For some reason the
fastest swimmers were given the lane next to the exit which seemed to
me an unfair discrimination against the slower competitors, but I am
told that is usual.

And they're off - hold on wait for me!
Trish handed over to Steve, on bike,
who as expected tore up the hill on a
2 circuit lap of a stiff hill climb and
descent to and from the nearest
village, Soo. We all gathered on the
roundabout to see the riders descend
from the first circuit. The leader and
second place came through taking
the roundabout at speed and exiting
to go back up the hill on what looked
like quite a tricky turn out of the
roundabout.

Steve putting the hammer down
So it turned out as the third
rider swung too wide on the
exit and found himself in the
opposite lane with the 4th
placed rider coming down the
hill at speed. Realising a
collision was imminent the
rider swerved in front of the
oncoming rider to dodge them,
but too late. There was an
almighty collision and the
spectators turned away in horror as the downhill woman cyclist
somersaulted spectacularly through the air landing on her head before
cart-wheeling into the volcanic ash on her back at high speed.
We all thought the worst, but miraculously, the lady got up shaken but
21

not visibly injured however her bike was wrecked. There were some
nervous times as spectators seeing the danger flagged oncoming riders
to slow down including Steve and Ian who arrived at the turn not long
afterwards. Ian put in an incredible turn and managed to hold Steve's
increased lead to a tolerable level.

Not the most elegant changeover…
... Anne and Steve’s speedy changeover

Steve and Anne's changeover was like lightning, Steve having twigged
that he could take his chip off before arrival. Anne recovering from a
recent spiral fracture of her forearm arm and seriously out of training
took off for the 4.4k run at a lick. Ian not knowing about the ‘quick chip’
method dismounted and I fumbled around trying to remove it from
Ian's leg and strap it on mine losing precious time.
Meanwhile Helen came in
not long after looking
unflustered and serene.

Helen smiling all the way
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The out-and-back run along the promenade meant that we had a good
look at where our competitors were. Anne was running with the
massive disadvantage of her recent injury so I thought I had a chance
of catching Straggtri team 1. Saying hello as I passed her in one
direction, I was shocked to find the apparent distance between us had
doubled after I round the turn point! However I dug deep and gradually
caught Anne approaching the finish using the hill up to the club
complex to make up most of the ground. We came in hardly a minute
apart, in what was an exhilarating and enjoyable event. Helen cruised
in barely 8 mins after the 2 teams looking fresh.

Anne checking her time!
When the results were in
there was a comical twist
to the day, when, Ian as
team 2 leader was awarded
overall 2nd place in the
Triathlon and despite us
pointing out the mistake in
the results, it stood
although Ian gallantly
declined to collect his
second place award. So if Ian starts bragging about his Club La Santa
Tri don't believe a word of it.

And still smiling
The times for aficionados of these
things (swim 400m, cycle 14k, run
4.4k - total) were:
Team1 9:22, 36:21, 25:21, 1:11:13
Team 2 10:30, 38:11, 21:24, 1:10:04
Team Helen 9:57, 44:19, 25:26 1:19:41

David Worth

Anne Woods (photos)
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Pilates for Runners

Where:
The Studio, 120 Canbury Park
Road, KT2 6LZ
Costs:
£11 per session
£10 for a block of 6
New evening sessions
ADDED

Benefits of Pilates for Running:

K
T
2

 Mobilises your spine to reduce stiffness in your back.
 Works on flexibility and hip mobility especially useful if you are not 6
L
so good at stretching on your own.
Z
 Builds body awareness, separating hip movements from back
movements.
r
e
 Builds abdominal and upper body strength.
e
 Specifically works on gluteal/ hamstrings and calf strength.
p
a
The class is designed for all level runners from beginners to advanced
r
runners as the aspects of the class are important to all functions. The classesk
have different levels of progressions and gets harder as the weeks go on. i
n
g

Jehan is a specialist Sports Medicine physiotherapist. She has worked in
Elite Sports and travelled to Beijing, 2008 with the GB kayak squad. She hasa
put together many programmes for athletes at all levels to provide the full f
package of care in injury prevention as well as performance enhancement. t
e
Her understanding of injuries in running is also addressed in this class.
r
FOR MORE INFO
Contact: 0208 0909330 info@jyphysiotherapy.co.uk
6
www.jyphysiotherapy.co.uk
.
Twitter: jehan@jyphysio
3
0
p
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River Thames Half Marathon 18 Oct

Steve Smith (88.19), Gareth Pritchard (89.15), Tiago Ramos (89.30), Dee Smale (92.35)

Other Stragglers who took part were:
Paul Lowe 1.12.45
Paul Bowden 1.21.58
Vaughan Howells 1.45.52 PB
Paul Boca 1.49.31
Karolina Kafadar 2.11.48 PB
David Hudson 2.12.57 PB
Richard Steeden 2.13.51
Martin Powell 2.16.04
Stuart Chalmers 2.18.07
Susan Haworth 2.26.03 PB
Congratulations to them all, especially those that ran PBs.

If you'd like to take part in the River Thames Spring Half on Easter
Monday, 28th March 2016, there is a £5 discount for Stragglers using
the code STRAG5 (until 31.12.15) at the online Sport Systems store
here

Roy Reeder
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Future Races
A message from Phil Davies:
Snowdonia Marathon: 29th October 2016. The entries open on 1st
January and this popular race now sells out within hours. Cost is
usually quite low, £30-35, and I will help with arrangements for
accommodation and travel. The route, which is mainly on road, does
not go to the Snowdon summit but there are 3 significant ascents
including a real sod at 21-24 miles.
In my early days with the Stragglers, I marvelled at Paul Vivash's
ability to run this in 3 hours 18 minutes but this is not a race for
elite/ultra/mountain runners only. Yes, it's tough and some hill training
would be advisable but it is achievable as mere mortals, me included,
take part in the challenge every year. I have run it 3 times and this
one, 12 days after my 60th birthday, will probably be my last. It would
be great to have a few friends/club members with me to “enjoy” the
weekend and my homeland.
December:
Sat 5: Olympic Park 10k
Sun 6: Perivale 5 Miles
Sun 13: Second Sunday 5 – 5mile race at Thames H&H clubhouse
Sun 13: Horton Park 10k – Ron Hill Surrey Classic race 3.
Sun 13: Andy Reading 10k – Bicester: a few Stragglers are intending to
do this race.
Sat 19: South of Thames XC (7.5 miles) – venue TBC
Sat 26: Cabbage Patch 4
2016
January:
Sun 3: Tadworth 10
Sat 9: Middlesex XC Championships – Wornwood Scrubs (both men
and ladies)
Sun 10: Second Sunday 5 – 5mile race at Thames H&H clubhouse
Sun 10: Winter Tanners – 20 or 30 miles
Sun 10: Surrey XC Championships – Denbighs
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Sat 16: Surrey League XC3 – ladies Reigate Priory Park 12:30, men
Oxshott Woods 2:30pm
Sat 30: Southern XC Championships: Parliament Hill
February:
Sat 13: Surrey League XC4: Ladies Richmond Park 12 pm, men Lloyd
Park 2 pm
Sun 14: Second Sunday 5 – 5mile race at Thames H&H clubhouse
Sun 14: Punchbowl – 21 or 30 miles
Sun 14: Valentines 10K, organised by 26.2
Sun 21: Hampton Court Half Marathon - discount code for Stragglers
is: SHCH16. Fill in the online entry form as normal (www.hamptoncourthalf.com ) and
enter the code when prompted.

Sun 21: Wokingham Half Marathon
Sat 27: National XC at Donington Park Leicestershire
Sun 28: Run the Streets Kingston Half Marathon, 10k and children’s
mini mile
March:
Sat 5: Dysart Cup/ Ellis Trophy – Richmond Park
Sun 13: Second Sunday 5 – 5mile race at Thames H&H clubhouse
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